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Features & Benefits
••REFLECT-TEC® is a revolutionary one-component, heat-reflective fieldapplied coating system with Kynar Aquatec® technology for renovating
metal roof and wall surfaces. REFLECT-TEC® can provide reduced
surface temperatures of over 50°F* and reduce peak cooling loads!*

••All

REFLECT-TEC® standard colors are CRRC rated and their Total
Solar Reflectance (TSR) values meet or exceed Energy Star and
LEED™ requirements. Extremely low VOC (<50 g/L).

••Kynar Aquatec® technology, under license from Arkema, Inc., provides
an enhanced weatherproof surface that resists dirt pickup, mold, mildew,
and stains, eliminating the need for costly maintenance.

••Superior finish maintains increased reflectivity values for many years,

Increased Reflectivity - Even in Light Colors!

unlike traditional elastomeric coatings - even in white!

••Lower surface temperatures lead to increased durability and superior
fade resistance – even in darker colors!

••Restores and maintains color for faded and worn metal surfaces.
••Available in multiple colors to match your existing roof or to change the
color of your roof to provide a fresh, new look!

••Extended

10-year warranty against fading, chipping, flaking, and

peeling!
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REFLECT-TEC® has an outstanding tight spray
pattern, flow and leveling - even in deep tone colors!

REFLECT-TEC®
CLEAR-GARD™
(Optional)

REFLECT-TEC®
Heat-Reflective
Finish
REFLECT-TEC®
TEX-BOND™
Primer
Existing Metal
Surface

Before
REFLECT-TEC®

After
REFLECT-TEC®

Arizona State University - over five years exposure
with virtually no fading!

call 1.800.454.0340 or visit

www.texcote.com

*Percentage of peak cooling load reductions are based on models generated from the “Roof Savings Calculator” Beta Release v 0.92 Oak Ridge and Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratories. Cooling costs savings, percentage of peak cooling load and surface temperature reductions will vary based on color chosen, geographical location,
climate condition and substrate type. In some climates, there may be a heating penalty. For more information, see www.texcote.com. ©2013, Textured Coatings of
America, Inc. TEX-COTE® and REFLECT-TEC® are registered trademarks of Textured Coatings of America, Inc. TEX-BOND™ is a trademark of Textured Coatings of
America, Inc. Kynar® is a registered trademark of Arkema, Inc. zzFlyer0021 rev 04/13
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